Ethical Business Building the Future

A 9 Year Plan … LOGISTICS

We are delighted that you decided to accept the ebbf board’s invitation to be part of this ebbf
impact retreat here in beautiful Acuto.
We will start the program at 18:00 on Thursday 29th Sept down in the main conference hall and
dinner will be served at 19:30, then a short evening program and we aim to nish at 21:30.
IMPORTANT: due to unforeseen circumstances some people attending the BIC + Public Discourse
event that precedes ours are most unfortunately staying one extra night.
If your name is listed below kindly note that you will be thus staying ONLY the 1st night of Thursday
29th in a nearby hotel just 15 mins from the hotel of the retreat. ( INFO BELOW )

GETTING FROM FIUMICINO or CIAMPINO Rome Airports to Acuto
Here you can nd the landing and departure info that some participants have already posted, to
allow you to SELF manage logistics of sharing rented cars (suggested best option)
You can check https://www.rentalcars.com/
OR
you can ride a train, direct from Rome Fiumicino Airport that takes you to Rome Termini station
where you change for the train that takes you to the train stop of “Anagni-Fiuggi”.
TRAIN INFO HERE
ONCE YOU REACH that small station, please call the hotel to inform them that you will soon arrive
to the pick up location
+39 351 912 0094
+39 0775 56061
From that small train station, you exit and will nd a public bus service that will take you to the
"Bivio di Acuto” (you would be picked up from there) OR to “Fiuggi” if you are one of the people
staying the rst night in the Albergo Villa Lina (that hotel is 500 Mts walk from the Fiuggi bus
stop).

ADD HERE YOUR LANDING INFO TO FIND SHARED TRANSPORT OPTIONS

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION LOCATIONS:
MAIN ADDRESS of the retreat location, where we will start the retreat on Thursday 29th at 18:00
Hotel La Panoramica
Via G. Falcone, 7,
03010, Acuto (FR),
Italy
Tel. (+39) 0775 56061
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ONE NIGHT ADDRESS for the majority (SEE LIST BELOW) who will sleep ONE night of Thursday
29th:
Albergo Villa Lina
Via Vallicelle 24
03014 Fiuggi FR
Tel. (+39) 0775 504886
SHARED DOUBLE:
Anand Kartikeya – Khrisna Rajan
Hamid Samandari – Kazem Samandari
Liva Sreedharan – Nan Chen
Sovaida Maani – Ken Ewing

SINGLE ROOM:
Iraj Abedian
Ho Yuet Mee
Alessandro Soligo
Aravindh Kanappian
Arman Saeidnia
Danielle Pee
Dorothy Marcic
Jacqueline Eghrari-Sabet
Jean Pierre Mean
Jessica Aschari-Lincoln
Lawrence Miller
Matias Echanove
Lori Nobuchi
Silvia Bernardini
Vincenzo Greco Manuli

We are very much looking forward to fully enjoying this journey together.
With warm regards
The ebbf board
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